Welcome to the Boundless Life!

We've written this guide to help you get the most out of your vape.

We designed the CFC because you wanted the ultimate in portability, stealth, and affordability.

With your CFC, we hope you’ll enjoy being able to vape anywhere, anytime, completely hidden in plain sight.

Thanks for purchasing, and welcome to the Boundless Life!

- The Boundless Crew
Power On / Power Off

Press the Power Button 5x to Power On/Power Off.

The CFC will heat up in 20 seconds and stay at your set temperature for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes it will enter standby mode and the temperature will drop.

Press the Power Button 2x to reinitiate another heating cycle and resume your vaping session.
Press Power 5x to power on/off

Press Power 2x to restart heat
Increase Temperature

Press + to increase temperature by one degree

Hold + to rapidly increase temperature
Press + to increase temperature by 1°

Hold + to rapidly increase temperature
Decrease Temperature

Press - to decrease temperature by one degree

Hold - to rapidly decrease temperature
Press - to decrease temperature by 1°

Hold - to rapidly decrease temperature
Fahrenheit / Celsius

Press + and - at the same time to switch between Celsius and Fahrenheit.
Press 2 buttons to switch between C° and F°
Inverting the Screen

When the device is powered off, hold the power button, "+" key and "-" key (all 3 keys) simultaneously for 2 seconds, to invert the display by 180°.
Press all 3 buttons to invert screen
Charging your CFC

Our rapid charge technology allows you to reach a full charge in 1.5-2 hours.

Pass through charging is available, but it is recommended to wait until at least 25% of the battery is charged.
1.5 - 2 hrs to Full Charge
Length of Sessions

The CFC is powered by a single battery that can run for about 12-15 sessions on a full charge.

Each session runs for 5 minutes, so you can enjoy up to 60 - 90 minutes of continuous vaping.
Enjoy 60 - 90 minutes of continuous vaping
Vape Anywhere...

Anytime...

Hidden in Plain Sight